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Abstract 
A basic theory of nonlocal electromagnetic inter- 
actions with matfeer in the context of special relativistic 
continuum mechanics is studied.  The relativistic balance 
laws are obtained.  It is shown that local electromagnetic 
field and nonlocal electromagnetic field can be combined 
to yield a total electromagnetic field in such a way that 
the balance laws for the total electromagnetic fields be- 
come the classical balance laws.  The nonlocal theory is 
based on the postulate that the total internal production 
of heat of the whole material world tube is non-negative. 
This postulate is shown to be equivalent to satisfaction 
of a specific functional inequality.  The general solution 
of this functional inequality is obtained and it leads 
to the new forms of admissible constitutive relations. 
These constitutive relations include the well-known quasi- 
reversible solutions as special cases and, in addition, 
contain functional gradients of a dissipation potential 
with respect to convective time derivatives of the local 
and nonlocal state variables.  These latter terms represent 
intrinsically dissipative structures of the material con- 
tinuum.  The general constitutive relations also contain 
terms that are nondissipative but dependent on convective 
time derivatives of the local and nonlocal state variables. 
Some of the implications of the various terms in the con- 
stitutive relations are obtained. 
-1- 
1.  Introduction 
This thesis studies the basic theory of nonlocal 
electromagnetic interactions with matter in the context 
of special relativistic continuum mechanics.  Complete 
solutions of the global heat production inequality for 
electromagnetic interactions with matter are obtained 
and a fundamental decomposition of the field variables 
in terms of external and mutual or self fields is 
established. 
It is well known that any theory involving electro- 
magnetic fields should be based upon relativistic 
considerations.  Within the scope of the special theory 
of relativity, the most natural and the simplest invar- 
iance structure is obtained under the Lorentz group 
of transformations.  To this end, we adopt the notation 
that Latin indices take the values  1,2,3  and Greek 
indices the range  1,2,3,4 , with summation over the 
appropriate range of values in the case of a repeated 
index.  Any exceptions to this rule are explicitly 
noted.  The signs of the components of the fundamental 
tensor y are chosen so that the diagonal form is 
(1,1,1,-1)  and not  (-1,-1,-1,1) , i.e. ya&     has the 
form 
-2- 
n ft 
and hence det(y  ) = -1 .  For simplicity the speed 
of light  c  is set equal to unit,  c=l  (cf. Grot and 
Eringen [1]).  Rationalized natural units are employed 
throughout this thesis.  Accordingly we take the di- 
electric constant of free space  e =1  and since  c=l , 
the permeability of free space  y =1 .  We also note 
that the world velocity vector  ua  is defined by [1] 
where 
v  =  W^- ,  v  = 6k£v v  ,  u ua = -1 , 
dX 
and the coordinates  X   and x   are defined in detail 
it in section 4 for x = ct  (c=l) . 
In section 2 a nonlocal theory of balance laws of 
a continuum description of electromagnetic interactions 
with matter from the relativistic point of view is 
established.  It is shown that the local electromagnetic 
field and nonlocal electromagnetic field can be combined 
to yield a total electromagnetic field in such a way 
that the balance laws of electromagnetic fields become 
■3- 
the classical balance laws.  This shows that the 
balance laws of electromagnetic fields are linear 
in the local and the nonlocal electromagnetic fields. 
In section 3 the second law of thermodynamics and 
a class of simple thermodynamic processes are intro- 
duced.  The arguments for electromagnetic force and 
body couple in [1,2,3] are accepted, the extension 
to the nonlocal electromagnetic force and body couple 
are also posited.  We simply assume that the local spin 
tensor gradient arises solely due to the occurrence 
of nonlocal body torques.  The nonlocal theory pre- 
sented in this section is based upon the postulate 
that the total internal production of heat of the whole 
material tube is non-negative.  We note that the local 
and nonlocal electromagnetic force and body couple are 
nonlinear in the local and the nonlocal electromagnetic 
fields representatively, and hence we can not represent 
them in terms of the total electromagnetic fields. 
In section 4 the functional form of the Helmholtz 
free energy is assumed and appropriate function spaces 
[4] are introduced.  A fundamental functional inequal- 
ity is then obtained which reduces to the global heat 
production inequality. 
In section 5 a more general decomposition theorem 
for function spaces [4,5] is used.  The general 
-4- 
solution of the functional inequality is obtained and 
this leads to the new forms of admissible constitutive 
relations.  The existence of a dissipation potential 
is established for material bodies in the presence of 
electromagnetic interactions with the new forms of 
admissible constitutive relations.  These relations 
are intrinsically different from the quasi-reversible 
solutions available in the current literature.  They 
include the quasi-reversible solutions as special cases 
and, in addition, contain functional gradients of a 
dissipation potential with respect to convective time 
derivatives of the local and nonlocal state variables. 
These latter terms represent intrinsically dissipative 
structures of the material continuum.  The general 
constitutive relations also contain terms that are 
nondissipative but dependent on convective time deriv- 
atives of the local and nonlocal state variable.  Some 
of the implications of the various terms in the con- 
stitutive relations are obtained. 
Although the theory presented in this thesis is 
complete, there remain three underlying questions 
associated with the representations of specific func- 
tions and functionals.  These questions are discussed 
in section 6 in that we point out some of the diffi- 
culties that will be encountered in their resolutions. 
Definitive answers to these questions are not obtained 
since they lie outside of the scope of this thesis. 
-6- 
2.  Relativistic Balance Laws 
The local theories of balance laws in the continuum 
description of electromagnetic interactions with matter 
have been formulated from both the nonrelativistic and 
relativistic points of view, cf. Truesdell and Toupin 
[ 6 ] , Dixon and Eringen [ 7 ], Grot and Eringen [ 1 ]. 
The nonlocal theories of balance laws have been obtained 
from the nonrelativistic point  of view by Eringen [ 8 ]. 
We develop in this thesis a nonlocal theory of balance 
laws of a continuum description of electromagnetic 
interactions with matter from the relativistic point of 
view. 
To simplify the analysis, we assume that the entire 
domain of electromagnetic interactions with matter has 
no surfaces of discontinuity or jump conditions, i.e., 
the entire domain of electromagnetic interactions with 
matter is continuous and homogeneous. 
The integral form and differential equation form 
of the relativistically correct laws of balance, in the 
format of both global and local statements are given 
below: (cf. Grot and Eringen [ 1 ]). 
(I)  Conservation of Particle Number 
The law of conservation of particle number assigns 
(3) to every three-dimensional surface S    , a positive 
-7- 
scalar N[S(3)] = f   nadS(3^  that is conserved.  By 1
    
J
   J to\ a 
8(3) 
this we mean that 
f nadS(3) = 0 , (2.1) 
where 
a     a 
n = n u  , o   ' 
n = -n
a
u > 0 , 
o       a     ' 
and  {u } = 4-velocity vector with  u y   Ru =  u u  = -1, 
((Y™R)) = diag(+l,+l,+l,-1) .  The scalar n  is called 
the n.z&t  £n.amz patitlclo.  numbzn. and  is  related to  the 
n 
pan.ti.aJiz  numbzn.    n  ,   by    n =       °       ,   where     v    =  square 
o£ particle  3-velocity and we have taken the speed of 
light in vacuum to be equal to unity.  The use of the 
Green-Gauss theorem allows us to rewrite equation (2.1) 
in the equivalent form 
(n ua)   dV(U) - 0 , (2.2) 
(3)  °   a 
where  (3)  is the world tube swept out by a given 
material body  (B)  in V    (space-time) as the 
proper time increases and  (3 3)  is the boundary of 
(3) . 
Equation (2.2) can be localized [ 9] by intro- 
ducing the pan.ti.ztz  numbzn. h.z4iduaZ    n  (equivalence 
class) with 
-8- 
(6) 
fi dV(U) =  0 . (2.3) 
Combining (2.2) and (2.3) affords us the following 
localized (differential) equation 
(n u ),  = n . v
 o    a 
(2.4) 
We introduce the relativistic generalization of the 
material derivative  D/Dt  by 
D = 
/l^v' 
D_ 
Dt * 
Thus, if  <j>  is a tensor under Lorentz transformations, 
a Dcf> =  u""(J), 
a 
(2.5) 
is also a tensor under Lorentz transformations.  Using 
(2.5), it is convenient to write (2.4) as 
T-> ex     ~ Dn  + n u,  = n . 
o    o  a 
(2.6) 
If we integrate the local statement (2.6) over a 
subtube  (p)  of  (3)  we obtain 
(Dn +n u? )dV(1° = f  n / x   o  o  or        J / \ J
 (p)  (p) 
dV (k) 
I n dV 
P
(2.7) 
(B)-(p) 
with the obvious interpretation of n .  From now on, 
we assume the system is locally closed with respect to 
9- 
particle number, i.e.  n=0  is assumed throughout our 
discussion. 
(II)  Balance of Energy-Momentum 
The energy-momentum of a material body is deter- 
mined by assigning to every three-dimensional subspace 
(3) S    , of a four-dimensional material tube  (3) , four 
function Py[S^]  of the form 
py[s(3)] = TyVdS(3) .        (2.8) 
S<3)     ^ 
For every material tube  (3)  we then have the balance 
of energy-momentum in the following form: 
3) _ <j> TyVdS<: 
where 
and 
fydV(U) ,       (2.9) 
(3) 
Ta3 = n euaue + u
aq3 + p«uB - ta3 ,   (2.10) 
(2.11) 
n e  =  Ta3u uD , o       a 3 
q  = -SgT  uv , 
pa 5 ,s«T
ev
uv , 
ta3 E _s«sfTY<S . 
Here S  are the components of the space-like 
o 
projector perpendicular to world velocity vector u 
10- 
Qa _ -a   a SB = 6B + u u3 ' 
S"u3 = S6un = 0 
(2.12) 
n
a 3 
The meaning of the various induced quantities are 
rv Pi 
n eu u  = kinetic energy-momentum, 
g 
q  E heat flow four-vector, 
P  E nonmechanical momentum four-vector, 
t  E relativistic stress tensor, 
fy E body force and energy supply per unit volume, 
so  that (2.11)2, (2.11)  and (2.11)^ yield 
qau  = 0 , 
Paua = 0 , (2.13) 
ta6uR = t
3a
ufi = 0 . P      P 
The Green-Gauss theorem and (2.9) thus yield the global 
statement 
(Ty\>  £y)dv(^) = 0 < (2.14) 
J(B)   V 
This statement can be localized by introducing the 
hoKce.-znztigy Jie.6j.du.al    f   (equivalence class) with 
the property 
f  n fydV^) E 0 . (2.15) 
J(3) ° 
-11- 
The four-vector  n f  can be decomposed into a 
time-like component and space-like components by 
where 
n f  = n f u + n f, „ s , o      o o     o (3) 
n f '= -n £au  = internal energy supply , 
o o a 
n £?,v'=  S^n f3 = internal body force ,   (2.16) 
o (3)     3 o ' 
-a 
n £?_vu  = 0 . 
o (3) a 
Combining (2.14) and (2.15), we are led in the usual 
way to the following local (differential) equations 
Tyv 
v 
fy = n fy (2.17) 
If we integrate the local statement (2.17) over a 
subtube  (p)  of  (3)  we have the local statement 
(P) 
(Tyyv-fy)dV(U) = 
■-I. 
n f^dV(^ 
(P) ° 
n f^dV(U) , (2.18) 
(B)-(p) 
with the obvious interpretation of n f  .  Substitut 
ing (2.10) into (2.17), multiplying the results by u 
a 
:Y and Sr , and using, (2.5), (2.12), (2.13) and (2.16), 
a 
we obtain the equations 
n De + q?0 + P3DuQ - ta3u Q  + fau  = n f  , (2.19) o    n,3       3      a,3     a    oo,v    -* 
12- 
n EDu
a
 + n SaDf^l + q3u? - taB  + t6vu  ua 3   z   »3   z     U6,v  
- S^f3 = no£^3) .       (2.20) 
We note that only three of the four equations (2.20) 
are independent. 
(Ill)  Balance of Moment of Energy-Momentum 
We assign to every three-dimensional subspace 
(3) S    , of the four-dimensional material tube  (3) , 
a skew-symmetric tensor function M  [S   ]  by the 
relation 
Ma3[S(3)] = f    Ma^dS(3) . 
s(3) 
The global law of balance of moment of energy-momentum 
then takes the following form 
j>  Ma 3ydS(3) 
y 
{x[af3]+La3}dv(U) ^  (2>21) 
(3) 
where 
M' a3y E x[aT3]y + ga3y 
M(a3)u = 0 , 
s(a3)y = Q f 
L(a0) = 0 , 
and 
ca3y _   -  ^ S  H = spin tensor , 
Cl ft 
L   = four-dimensional analogue of the body toque 
-13- 
(2.22) 
If we use the Green-Gauss theorem, equation (2.21) 
becomes 
(Ma3V -x[af3]-Lae)dV(M = 0 .    (2.23) 
J(3)     y 
This statement can be localized by introducing the 
body toque. KUhJiducil       I (equivalence  class)   such 
that 
f   £a3dV(U) = 0 ,   £(a3) = 0 .       (2.24) 
J(3) 
^ ct R Now, it is possible to decompose  £    into 
£aS = £3ua . £au3 + £a3 .        (2>25) 
o      o K J 
Since  £(a3) = 0  implies  I(a3) = 0 ,  £3 = £a3u  is 
* o      a 
called the nonlocal i>pin  vnctoti  and *   is called 
nonlocal &p-in tun&on..     A combination of (2.23) and 
(2.24) leads in the usual way to the following local 
(differential) equations 
Ma3Vy - x
[af3] - La3 = £a3 .       (2.26) 
By use of equation (2.17) and (2.22) , we can replace 
equation (2.26) by 
sa3y  . T[a3] „ La3 _ n x[a|B] = £a3 .   (2>27) 
\i o *■    J 
If we integrate the local statement (2.27) over a 
subtube  (p)  of  (3)  we have the local statement 
-14- 
[scc3y   _T[a3]_Lae_n x[ajB]]dv(U)   =   f        £ 
J(p) y ° J(P) 
?a3dvC0 
£aedV(U) , 
(e)-(p) 
ACX 8 
and the interpretation of I follows. 
(2.28) 
(IV)  Conservation of Charge 
The law of conservation of charge assigns to 
every three-dimensional subspace  S (3) of a four 
dimensional material tube  (8)  a scalar function 
Q[S(3)]  of the form 
Q[S(3)] = 
(3) 
aadS(3) 
a 
with the property that 
I  aadS(3) = 0 , (2.29) 
.a for every three-dimensional circuit.  Here,  cr   is 
called the tocat     change-cun.fio.nt  vccton  and 
where 
a       a . - a 
a = n a u + j 
o o     J
_   a 
n a  = -a u  , 
o o      a ' 
-a _ c8 a 
•> a   ' 
jau = 0 . J
      a 
(2.30) 
a. Thus  n a  is the tocat    ckangz  do.Yt6i.ty  and j   the 
tocat     conduction  cu.fin.znt. 
The use of the Green-Gauss theorem allows us to 
15 
rewrite equation (2.29) in the equivalent form 
a? dV(i+) = 0 . (2.31) J(e)   a 
This equation can be localized by introducing the 
localization residual a     (equivalence class) such 
that 
I a  dV(U) =  0 . (2.32) (3) 
Combining (2.31) and (2.32), we are led in the usual 
way to the following local (differential) equation 
o®     =   o   . (2.33) 
Recalling (2.5) and (2.30).., we find it convenient to 
write (2.33) as 
n Da + j? = a . (2.34) 
o  o   J 'a 
We now assume that 
a =   -a? (2.35) 
^ a. 
where     a       is  called the     nonlocal     change-cu.fiH.cnt 
vector, 
and 
a     =  n a u    +  j     , 
o   o J      ' 
n a     =   -a u     , 
o   o a   7
J°  E  sy   ,        J°ua  -   0   . (2.36) 
Thus,  n a  is the nonlocal    ch.ax.gc  dcn&tty  and j 
the nonlocal     conduction  cu.nh.cnt.     Using (2.5) and 
-16- 
?a 
(2.36), we see that (2.35) becomes 
a  = -n Da  - J?  . (2.37) o  o    ' a 
Thus, use of (2.37) shows that (2.34) becomes 
n D(a + a ) + (ja+ja),  = 0 .       (2.38) ooo a 
Equation (2.38) is the expression of the resulting 
local law of conservation of charge. 
If we integrate the local statement (2.38) over a 
subtube  (p)  of  (3)  we have the local statement 
(n Da +j? )dV(U) = 
(p) o  o * ' a (p) 
(n Da +j? )dV(U) K
   o     o J ' or 
(3)-(P) 
(n Da +j? )dVU) . o  o J   a 
(2.39) 
Since 
J(8) 
dv(k) , 0 , 
we see that 
f  a? dVU) E 0 , 
(3) 
and use of the Green-Gauss theorem gives us 
Sads  = o , 
(3) 
for fixed S(3)C(96) 
(2.40) 
(V)  Conservation of Magnetic Flux 
The conservation of magnetic flux is obtained by 
-17- 
assigning to every two-dimensional subspace S,   ^     in 
space-time a scalar quantity  $[S/_»] , called the 
magnetic flux, 
$[S(2)J = \   f    *aSdS?I) '   *aB = ~*3a ' S(2) 
with the property that it vanishes for every two- 
V.,. 
dimensional circuit 
k *aBdS?2) = ° ' C2'41) 
Stoke's theorem shows that equation (2.41) is equiv- 
alent to 
\ {3)^r\s,^l3) - o - C2-«) 
S 
for fixed  S(3)C(33) where ea&y6   = e- fi = permutation 
symbol.  We also define  ea^Y  = -e Y  , and, since 
det(y^ ) = -1 , we obtain 
a3Y<5    aal 331 YY1 661 
=  Y       Y       Y       Y        eaieiy161   " C2.43) 
The     Loca.IL    magmtZc  £Zux to.n&on.     <}>   R     has physical 
components 
4>a3  =   [dual  B,   E]   , (2.44) 
where  B  is the  local  density of magnetic flux and 
E  is the  local  electric field.  We defined  <j>   by 
<f>  = -y e   <J>Y6 • (2.45) 
18- 
In  terms  of    E    and    B   ,     <f>     is 
4>a&  =   [dual   E,   B]    . (2.46) 
It is possible to decompose  <J> g  into 
* a   
=
  Scu  ' 6 uQ + $ Q ,        (2.47) 
^a3   "3 a  ^a 3    a3 
where 
£ = 4> 0ue ,  £ ua = 0 , 
^a   Ya3      va 
$ Q E SYS^<j) « ,   $ Qu3 = 0 .      (2.48) ra3   a 3 Y°     aB 
It is also convenient to define the field  $ R    by a3 
* 
*   o   E   e   0   .fiYu<S   ,        ©au     =   0   . (2.49) Ta3 a3Y<S a 
Equation   (2.47)   thus  becomes 
Y   6 4>   D  = ^u     -  £   u„   +   e   D   XA'U     . (2.50) ra3      ^3  a       ^a   3 a3Y5 
— Ci ft Similarly,     <j>  p     can be  decomposed  into 
<J>   M  = © uM   -  £Mu     +   e   HT  g ufi   . (2.51) 
The two decompositions (2.50) and (2.51) are found to 
be useful in the formulation of constitutive equations 
for the  local  electromagnetic quantities and for 
expressing the interactions of  local  electromagnetic 
fields with matter. 
The four-vectors <*a and jQ       are given in terms 
of E  and B by 
-19- 
a  _ 
"E+VxB V«E   " 
L/l-v2 /l-v2J 
,a 0 = 
B-VxE V-B 
A^    /T7J 
(2.52) 
We can localize the equation (2.42) by introducing the 
•a localization residual  $   (equivalence class) with 
(2.53) I (3) aads(3) = o , 
(3)( for fixed S^'C(93) •  Combining (2.42) and (2.53) 
we are led in the usual way to the following local 
(differential) equations 
a3Y<5-L     _ *cx 
*Y6,e - * (2.54) 
Now, defined $a by 
Y<5,3 (2.55) 
The nonlocal    magnetic  filux tendon.     <J> R  is given in 
terras of physical components by 
^    /s (j>aa = [dual B, E] , (2.56) 
where B is the nonlocal de.n6X.ty o{, ma.Qne.t-lc filux 
and E is the nonlocal electee llcld. We define 
<j>   by 
?a3 _  1  a3Y<5? 
*   - ~2  e    *Y6 (2.57) 
In terms of E  and B ,  <j>  is 
[dual E, B] . 2a& ^    /\ (2.58) 
Using the same method as that used in deriving the 
20- 
equations (2.50) and (2.51), we can decompose <f> R 
and     <J> into 
Y„« 
^aB  = <Va   "   5auB  +   eaBY6fl u     ' 
$ag  = ©°u8   -  0Bua  +   eaeY68Yu6   , 
(2.59) 
(2.60) 
where 
aa - 
~E+V*B V-E    " 
L/i-v2 /l-v2 J 
6a = 
'B-VxE V»B   - 
L/l-v2 /l-v2J 
(2.61) 
The two decompositions (2.59) and (2.60) are 
useful in the formulation of constitutive equations 
for the nonlocal  electromagnetic quantities and for 
expressing the interaction of nonlocal  electro- 
magnetic fields with matter. 
Using (2.45), (2.55) and (2.57), we see that 
equation (2.54) becomes 
Tag  _  £a3 (2.62) 
Substituting (2.51) and (2.60) into (2.62), multiplying 
the results by u  and SY , and using the definition 
of (2.5), the properties (2.48), (2.49) and the short 
hand notation ea^  E ea^Y ug , we obtain 
and 
21 
" -[*0$YeY>e-*°eYfi$%+S-DS6^?6-e6«?B] •  (2-64) 
If we rewrite (2.63) and (2.64), we obtain 
and 
*
a6YC6/SY),$ - *a6Y(V56)DuY ♦ S«D(,B6+86) 
+
 (BSS0)U?B - (B6+ee)u?B = o . (2.66) 
We specifically note that equation (2.65) is equivalent 
to magnetic flux equation, and that only three of 
equation (2.66) are independent.  These three inde- 
pendent equations are equivalent to Faraday's Law. 
From equation (2.53) and (2.55), we note that 
s(3) 
(-ea^6i   .   JdS( 3) ,0, 
for fixed S(3)C(33) .  This implies 
f *a3dS?2) " ° ' (2'67) 
for every fixed two-dimensional circuit contained in 
s<3> . 
(VI)  Ampere's and Guass' Laws 
Ampere's and Gauss' laws are combined into one 
Lorentz invariant law by assigning to every two- 
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dimensional subspace  S/_v  a scalar invariant 
r[s(2)] - I      g-ds; 
r[s(2)] 
a3,o(2) 
a3 
where 
(2) 
ga3 - -gBa , 
dSa3  = 7 ea3y6dSl2) * 
(2.68) 
For every closed two-dimensional circuit enclosing a 
(3) three-dimensional subspace S  CZ(33) , Ampere's and 
Gauss' law are then expressed by 
f *a*<V - 
s (3) 
aadS(3) 
a 
(2.69) 
Stoke's theorem shows that equation (2.69) is equiv- 
alent to 
(3) 
(ga?6-aa)dS^3) - 0 , (2.70) 
(3) for fixed S  CI(93) , where the (local) charge- 
current vector .a is  defined by   (2.30).     The     local 
zlactK-ic  dZ6 placement-mag mt^ic  ^zld JLntcnh<Lty  tzva>oh. 
g is  given  in  terms  of physical  quantities  by 
ga3  =   [dual  H,   -D]   , (2.71) 
where D is the local     2,ldctKX.c  d*.-i> placement  and H 
is the local    magnetic  ^Leld -lnte.n&<Lty. 
We can decompose  g 
(2.50) to obtain 
a3 in a fashion similar to 
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ga3 =&V - &au3 + eaBY6>iYu6 ,     (2.72) 
where 
&6 E gaBu  , &  a ' u3 = 0 , 
^  - 1 e   g3Yu6    ^ ua = 0 . 
*a   2  a3yo *a (2.73) 
The decomposition (2.72) is also found to be useful in 
the formulation of constitutive equations for the 
local electromagnetic quantities and for expressing 
the interactions of  local  electromagnetic fields 
with matter.  In terms of the local electromagnetic 
fields  D  and H , ^a  and y£     are 
&* = 
D+VxH V«D 
a H-VxD   V-H 1 (2.74) 
We can localize the equation (2.70) by introducing the 
localization residuals  G   (equivalence class) with 
(3) 
GadS(3) =   0 , a (2.75) 
(3) for fixed SVJ'C(3B) . A combination of (2.70) and 
(2.75) leads in the usual way to the following local 
(differential) equations 
a3    „OL  _ pa. g ,B - a  = G (2.76) 
24- 
a Now, defined  G   by 
G  - -(g > £-o   J   , 
where the nonlocal  charge-current vector a 
defined by equation (2.36) and (2.40) so that 
(2.77) 
a is 
(3) 
SadS(3) = 0 , 
(3) for fixed SVJ;C(33) •  The nonlocal     electric 
di.6plac2.rmnt-magncttc  fiteld intentity tenhon.    g 
given in terms of physical components by 
ga* = [dual H, -D] , 
-a3 is 
(2.78) 
where D is the nonlocal     elective  di.t>placement  and 
H  is the nonlocal    magnetic  ^-Lcld JLntenhlLty. 
Similar to (2.59), we can decompose g   into 
£a6 = &V - fru*  *   ea*y%u6   ,     (2.79) 
where 
^  = gaV >     &\  - 0 , a 
1      ^8Y 6 
HY 
E
 i eaeY6g Yu > H u
a
 = o . (2.80) 
In terms of the nonlocal  electromagnetic fields  D 
and H , <$.a and H?    are: 
TD+VxH   V-D 1 
L/f^ /L^/' 
25 
H-VxD V-H "1 
YA-^ ■v"   /l-v2- 
From (2.75) and (2.40), we also obtain 
(2.81) 
(3) 
ga3   dS(3)   =   0 (2.82) 
(3) for  fixed     SVJ/CW)   •     This   implies 
\ iae< e(2)    - 3 =   0   , (2.83) 
for every fixed two-dimensional circuit contained in 
(?) SKJJ   .     By use of equation (2.77), we see that (2.76) 
becomes 
a3 Cg »g-a ) . (2.84) 
Substituting (2.30), (2.36), (2.72) and (2.79) into 
(2.84), multiplying the results by u  and SY , 
using the definition (2.5), and properties (2.73) and 
(2.80), we obtain 
S^Y * *a3XU 3,Y n a    = - f"sjgf +>^g  uR  -n a  1 , o o    L 3  Y      a 3,Y  o oj ' 
(2.85) 
and 
■a :a3Yv •a^aB ^ cs3, a 
m
   {"^/'"^^^'AVi'uf,-;"] •   (2.86) 
These can be rewritten in the equivalent forms 
Sj (**+£?).,, + *a6Y(VVU3,Y " no(V^ = ° > 
(2.87) 
-26- 
and 
*   (»S+i6)u?g - («.a+&a)ufB - (ja*ja) - 0 .   (2.88} 
We note that equation (2.87) is equivalent to Gauss' 
Law, and only three of equations (2.88) are independ- 
ent.  The three independent equations in the system 
(2.88) are equivalent to Ampere's Law. 
At this point, we can draw a very important con- 
clusion concerning the presence of local and nonlocal 
electromagnetic field quantities.  We define a?    N, 
E. . -, , B. , n , H. , n  and D. . n  by 
-total* -.total* -total       -total   ' 
"(total) - °° +   *° > ^2-89) 
5totai = 5 + 5 > (2-9°) 
?total = 5 + 5 > C2.91) 
5total = 5 + 5 > C2-92) 
"total = 5 + *   > C2.93) 
a. 
where  a , E, B, D  and H arise from local (external 
Aw      A      A      A y\ 
applied) fields, while a , E, B, D and H arise due 
to deformations induced by the external fields and the 
local fields; i.e., 
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a     = local charge-currents due to response to 
external fields, 
E = local electric field due to response to 
external fields, 
B = local density of magnetic flux due to response 
to external fields, 
D = local electric displacement due to response to 
external fields, 
H = local magnetic field intensity due to response 
to external fields, 
a    = internally induced charge-current that arises 
because of the response to the local and 
external fields, 
E = internally induced electric field that arises 
because of the response to the local and 
external fields, 
B = internally induced density of magnetic flux 
that arises because of the response to the 
local and external fields, 
D = internally induced electric displacement that 
arises because of the response to the local 
and external fields, 
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H = internally induced magnetic field intensity 
that arises because of the response to the 
local and external fields. 
If we combine (2.33) and (2.35) and use (2.89), 
we see that 
"(total),a = ° • <2-94) 
Thus, in contrast to (2.33) and (2.35), we see that we 
obtain con£e.A.vatton o£  total  ch.an.gz. 
We also define  *^otal)  and  g^otal)  by 
♦(Ltal) = [dUal Stotal' Stotall >     (2'95> 
4total) = tdual "total' -Stotall '    ^'^ 
In view of (2.90), (2.91), (2.92) and (2.93), and 
definitions (2.46), (2.58), (2.71), (2.78), we see 
that (2.95) and (2.96) become 
♦(total) " *   + *   • (2-97) 
g?6    x = gaB + ea3 (2 98) g(total)   g     g   * iz.yoj 
If we use (2.95) to rewrite (2.62), we obtain 
*"tot.l).B = ° ' (2-99) 
and this is the general differential equation of 
con&zJivatton  ojj total magnetic  filux. 
-29- 
A substitution of   (2.89)   and   (2.98)   into   (2.84)   gives 
us 
ra3 a (total),3   "   a(total) 87Z — ..-M   a   ~   ^*«+.i ^   "   °   . (2.100) 
and this is the general differential equation for 
Ampere's and Gauss* Laws.  Thus, Maxwell's equations 
take their classical form when expressed in terms of 
total field quantities. 
In this same context, we note that the definitions 
£(total) = £ + S » 
fi(total) " ® + & > 
&( total) "^ +S~ > 
*(total) *> * » 
(2.101) 
(2.102) 
(2.103) 
(2.104) 
together with substituting (2.52), (2.61), (2.74) and 
(2.81) into (2.101), (2.102), (2.103) and (2.104) 
gives the following standard expressions of the classic 
theory for £?total)' fi?total)' &?total)  and *?total) 
in terms of Etotal, Btotal, Htotal, Dtotal and V : 
a 
&( total) 
E     +VxB       V*E 
~total ~ ~total   ~ ~total 
A-v' A-v' 
(2.105) 
a 
/g(total) 
B     -VxE 
~total ~ ~total ~ ~total 
A^? A^? 
(2.106) 
-30- 
a 
<&■( total) 
D+ . ,+VxH. . n 
~total ~ -total - ~total 
A-v' AV 
(2.107) 
A 
a 
(total) 
H     -VxD 
~total ~ -total ~ -total 
A-v* /P (2.108) 
Thus, the nonlocal theory obtains from the classic 
theory by replacing all field variables by their total 
values; that is, by their local values + their nonlocal 
residual values.  We take the view that this demon- 
strated decomposition of the total fields into a local 
part and a nonlocal residual part is fundamental to 
continuum electrodynamics. 
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3.  The Heat Production Inequality 
The second law of thermodynamics can be expressed 
by means of several different inequalities.  The 
formulation of these inequalities is independent of 
the character of the media under consideration. 
To formulate the relativistic extension of the 
Clausius-Duhem inequality, assign to every three- 
( 3) dimensional subspace  S     of a material tube  (B) 
(3) a scalar invariant H[S   ]  of the form 
(3)i = f   nadS(3) 
J (3) 
H[S^y] I     
s 
The second law of thermodynamics can then be stated 
by the requirement that 
1  a ,c(3) . o n dS    + 
a 
Y dV(U) > 0        (3.1) 
(B) 
for every material tube ((3) , where the scalar invar- 
iant y  is the supply of entropy from external sources 
It is convenient to decompose  na  into its space- 
like and time-like components 
n
a
 = n0u
a
 + sa , (3.2) 
where 
a ' 
(3.3) 
n  = -n u  , o      
Sa E s£n3 . 
We can then define a class of simple thermodynamic 
-32- 
processes by 
a       h 
Sa = §  , y  = -°   ,     h  E ff .u  ,  6>0 ,   (3.4) 6  '  '   6  '   o    (m) y '      * v        J 
where 
qa = heat flow four-vector , 
h = heat supply , 
6 = temperature , 
fV \ = external generalized mechanical 
four-vector body force . 
The Green-Gauss theorem and (3.1) yield the global 
statement 
f   (n? +Y)dV(U) > 0 . (3.5) 
We now define  n   by 
oo   J 
n  = n n   . (3.6) 
o   o oo v   J
By use of equations (2.5), (3.2) and (3.6), we can 
replace inequality (3.5) by 
f   (n Dn  +S? +y)dV(I|) > 0 .      (3.7) 
J (3)  °  °°  a ' 
If the thermodynamic process is simple, as 
defined by (3.4), we can rewrite (3.7) as 
a. 
\n  Dn  + If)     +  %^]dV(U) > 0 .    (3.8) J(B)Lo oo  Ve/,a   e  J 
Inequality (3.8) states that the total internal 
-33- 
production of entropy of any material tube in space- 
time is non-negative. 
The nonlocal theory presented here is based upon 
the alternative inequality 
(3) 
[noD%o + {f).a +  %^>V(^ > 0 ; (3.9) 
that is, the total internal production of heat of the 
whole material tube  (3)  in space-time is non-negative, 
This statement can be localized by introducing the 
kzat AuppZy h.<Lt>IduaZ.    S   (equivalence class) with the 
property 
n S dV(4) E 0 . (3.10) 
(3) ° ° 
A combination of (3.9) and (3.10) then gives the 
following equivalent local inequality 
a 
n-6Dn   + %■    6,  + q?  + £? ,u  + n S  > 0 . (3.11) o   oo   6   'a   n,a    (m) a    o o —     v    J
We now consider the electromagnetic interactions 
with ponderable matter.  The local theories of electro- 
magnetic interactions with ponderable matter were 
derived by Grot and Eringen [ 1 ].  They used the idea 
which originally came from Lorentz [10] to approach 
this problem by utilizing the electromagnetic field 
equations for ponderable matter. 
We assume that the external body force  f*1  can 
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divide into two parts, one is mechanical force  £7 \ , 
* * (m) 
the other is electromagnetic force  fV ^   , such that 
fy = fV , + fV v . (3.12) (m)    (e) 
Here, we accept the arguments in Grot and Eringen [1], 
Maugin and Eringen [ 2], Dixon and Eringen [ 3] 
(neglecting electric quadruples and higher terms) so 
that we treat  fV N  as (e) 
(e)       a,B      a J 
We also assume the local body couple  L arises only 
due to the presence of the electromagnetic field so 
that 
L       =  L£e)   =   -"n-^  4> > (3.14) 
fit .ft 
where     IT is   defined by 
rt ft The local polarization tzn^or.    ir   is a skew-symmetric 
tensor of the form 
7ra3 = [dual M + dual(VxP),P] ,     (3.16) 
where P  is the local polarization  \)<Lcton.    and M  is 
the local magnztlzatton  vector.     This definition of 
n ft ■n is original with Lorentz [10]. 
The conservation of energy-momentum, equation 
(2.17), and the balance of moment of energy-momentum, 
-35- 
equation   (2.27),   are  now 
T11?,  -   (f¥   ,+f?   s)   =  n £y   , (3.17) 
' V        v   (m)      (e)' o ' v J
saey  . T[aB] _ La3  _ n x[ajB] = £cx3    (3 18) 
'u (e)    o v 
It is thus natural to define  fV x  and fV \  by (m)        (e)   } 
n £y = n fV x + fV x , (3.19) 
o      o (m)    (e) ' v    J 
where,  n f ? v  is the nonlocal  me.ckan<tcal  body  ion.cz 
"u and  znztigy supply  per unit volume and f? .  is the 
nonlocal  elzctSLomagnztZc  body  loficn. 
Further, we can decompose n £,   x  into 
' ^      o (m) 
where 
n fV x = n f,  xuu + n ff ,, 
o (mj    o (mo)      o (m3) 
n £/  v E -n fV vU  , o (mo;     o (mj y 
n fV _x E S^n f? , ,  n fV _.u = 0 
o (m3)    3 o (m) '   o (m3) y 
(3.20) 
This definition is similar to the definition in (2.16). 
We also note that since n f,  x  and n f, „x  are 
o (mo)        o (m3) 
the time-like and space-like components of n ff , 
^ o (m) 
represently, both n f,  x  and n fV _x  satisfy the 
o (mo;        o (m3; 
zero mean conditions 
f  n f,  ,dV«») , 0 , J(e) ° (m°) 
(3.21) 
n fVf ,.dV<U> E 0 . 
(B) ° (m3) 
-36- 
Now,   we.  at>&ume. that the.  nonlocal  electromagnetic 
body  ^orce    f?   x     exl&t&   due to the. pretence o& the. 
nonlocal  electromagnetic  ^leldi>  In the.  fiorm similar 
to  the. local  electromagnetic  iorce   (equation   (3.13)), 
fV   s   =   £3a$y   .   +   5^   , (3.22) (e) a,3 Ta v J
where aa    and  $ R    are defined by (2.36) and (2.59) 
/\ *-y O 
represently, and TT is defined by 
~a3 - ?a3   ~a3 f7 9Z^ g=<|>-7r. (3.23) 
The won£oca£ polarization ten&or    ir   is a skew- 
symmetric tensor of the form    , 
7ra3 = [dual M + dual(VxP),P] ,      (3.24) 
where P  is the non£oca£ polarization  vector  and M  is 
the nonlocal magnetization  vector. 
In the local theories of electromagnetic inter- 
actions with matter, we can assume that S  ^=0  and 
L,p^=0  (cf. Grot and Eringen [1]).  In a relativistic 
generalization of mechanical theories of couple 
stresses, it is necessary to include the spin tensor 
S  ^ both in the local case (cf. Maugin and Eringen 
[2]) and in the nonlocal case (a fuller investigation 
of the properties of this tensor in nonlocal theories 
is left for further research).  Here, we simply assume 
that the local bpln ten&or gradient    Sa°V  exlhth   only 
-37- 
duz to  thz  z^zctt*   o&  thz  nonlocal mechanical  body 
totiqaz    n x  fP \ and thz  nonlocal  zlzctn.omagnzt.Lc 
body to/iquz    x fP \  AUC^I that 
'y    o    (m)       (e) 
= n x
[afB] . (3.25) 
o *■    J 
This expression indicates that the local spin tensor 
gradient S     ,       exists only due to the generation 
of nonlocal body torque. 
In addition, we also assume that thz  nonlocal  body 
^n ft 
couplz    I zxt&t6   only due to  thz psizizncz o£ thz 
nonlocal  zlzctiomagnzttc  fitzld 60  that 
£a3  =  L?V  £?*     , (3.26) (m) (e)    » *■ J
where L, N=0  and L/Pv  is defined by (m) (e) 7 
£?f) - -^a*BlM • (3.27) 
Now, substituting (3.13), (3.14), (3.19), (3.22), 
(3.25) and (3.27) into (3.17) and (3.18), we obtain 
'v   
v
   a,3    a,3       a  yor 
+
   CfU)+V(mP   . C3-28) 
T[«6]   =  „[a+f5]u +  jtcJBJp   _ (329) 
In view of   (2.50)   and   (2.59),   it  is  useful   to  decompose 
ot3 ,     ~aB TT"P     and     irup     into 
38 
*«*  = (fu*   -  ^ua  +   eaBy\u6   , (3.30) 
^ = fV   - <?3ua  +   ea^\u6   , (3.31) 
where 
a   _     a8 8 n (P     =   *     u3   >      (f u3  =   °   > 
^a ~ \ ea&y6^yu6   • ^u8 = ° »      <3-32) 
pa  = ;oPu3 ,  ^uB = 0 , 
^a E \  ea8y6^Yu6   ^u8 = ° '      (3'33) 
Using (2.50) and (2.72) we see that (3.15) is equiva- 
lent to 
&a = £a + pa   ,  rf* = 6a " 9*? ■      (3.34) 
Thus (2.59) and (2.79) show that (3.23) is equivalent 
to 
,§" = &a + (pa ,  Ka = £>a - ^a •      (3.35) 
From   (2.50)   and   (3.30),   (2.59)   and   (3.31)   we  can see 
that   (cf.   Grot and Eringen   [1]) 
*
aB4>  « =   " /£«uau    +   *°%u    + *au    +  f-^ Ty3 "  ^8      y 8 y      ^    y      "     y 
- 5a3g)eua +  Sjj63^  -   (8°^   , (3.36) 
- %e<P3ua +  S^ip   - &\   , (3.37) 
where 
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t** , ea6Y\u6 = s«sg,*« ,    >\ - o . 
?«« , Ea6^\u6 , s«sg;*« ,   >\ - o . 
(3.38) 
* Q   =   e
a
Q   *?BYu6   =   SYSQ<J)   ,   ,     %   0u3  =   0   , Ta3 aPy^10 a  3 y& a3 
* ~v   6 v   6~ *R 
* o    
E
   
e
    a    x(R   U      =   STS°<f>    .    ,       <f>    0UP   =    0    . ap   a3y°^      a 3 76    a3 
If we take the skew-symmetric parts of (3.36) and 
(3.37), we obtain 
^V33 = - *[V] + £3*3[v] - <P3Je[v] - oJv] , 
(3.39) 
;[aju]3  .   _ £[a£y]   + ^[c^p]   _  ^jB[yua]   . <ft[a£u]    _ 
(3.40) 
Similarly, the skew-symmetric part of (2.11), gives us 
TU3] . u[aq3] + p[au3] _ t[a3] _    (3>41) 
Substituting (3.39), (3.40) and (3.41) into (3.29), we 
finally obtain 
p[«u3] - q[auB] - t[a3] = ((PyJY[au3]+^Y[au3]) 
♦ (^[V]^[au31) - (^[aa3]^[aL33) 
- (^afi3]+^afiB]) » (3.42) 
since 
u[aq6] . . q[au6] f  pY|Y[Buc] . . p^Yla^] 
and 
-40 
By using the properties (2.13), (2.25), (2.48), (2.49), 
(3.20), (3.32); (3.33) and (3.38) and multiplication of 
(3.4 2) by u  and S' , we see that 
Pa  =  qa  ♦   tfyPa4yPa)   +   C^*YC%*Ya)   .        (3.43) 
tl*M   =   (P[aa6]^[°£.3])   +   (9n[V]^Ma*B])    •    (3-44) 
Using   (2.5),    (2.30),    (2.36),    (2.48),    (2.49),    (2.50), 
(3.30),   (3.31),   (3.32),   (3.33)   and   (3.39),   we  can 
show  that 
a  4>Mu    =   -   l £     , (3.45) ra  y ot   ' v J
cra$yu    =   -   ja£     , (3.46) 
« *
BV « - 3>aD£   + /PaL Du3 +0n?D(8 y a,3       ^       a       ^ T3a a 
*3aT + aa7rpuDu3   , (3.47) 
u ,^6cV a = <PaD&   + ^<L DU3 + vtfn® y   a,3      a u   v3a        ^a 
+ £ *3aDu0 . (3.48) 
"a    3 
We now substitute (3.12), (3.13), (3.19), (3.20) and 
(3.22) into (2.19) to obtain 
„oDe ♦ q?£ ♦ P*Dug - t«BSag - - (-B^,6-6^,e5uy 
-41- 
Here, we introduce 
"a - seu"y » (3'50) 
from which it is obvious that u „ = u  „ . 
Otp      CX , p 
Substituting (3.45), (3.46), (3.47) and (3.48) 
into the right-hand side of (3.49), we obtain 
n De   +  q3     +   P3DuQ   -   ta3u   Q   =   -  fl>aD£     -   flPa$Q   Du3 o n,3 3 a3 w        a       "     3a 
-Qn,aD®    -  S *3aDuft  +   jaS     -   ff   NU     +   n  f,      , a a 3 a (m;   a o   (mo) 
+
   (-^aD^a-J>a|BaDu3-<DSa-iaJ6aDu3+ja£a)    .        (3.51) 
Now, we introduce the relativistic generalization of 
* 
the deformation rate tensor  d 0     by a3 
KfS  E \  ^aB*^^ E S(a3) '       (3'52) 
and the relativistic generalization of spin w R by 
%3 - \  cSaB+"Ba> 5 S[a3] >      (3'53) 
so that 
"«3 = Sa3 + "a3 * (3'54) 
Using the definition (3.52), (3.53) and (3.54), we 
obtain 
t«B*       . t(aB)J  + t[aB]J   .      (3.55) 
a3        a3        a3 
From (3.44), we see that equation (3.55) becomes 
t< ft = t(a3)d ft + [(5>[aa3]+(P[a£3])H^V] 
+<^[ a©3 ]) ] w        . (3.56) 
a3 
-42- 
We also note that 
(^a3^3*^ s3^3) ua t e 
- (y[aa3]^[aa3]^V]+R[a®3])*a3 
+ (g)(a^3)+^(a&3)+^-a(B3)-HWU(ae3))da3 . (3.57) 
Substituting (3.57) into (3.56), shows that we have 
taKae = [t«a»>-J.<a£B>-^«g.B»-*tV,-«ae$>]aaB 
+
 (j»°&B+ya£.B+»?«3B+«P8B)»0,B »        (3-58) 
while substituting (3.43) and (3.58) into (3.51), 
yields 
nQDE + qBB + q6Du6 
- [t(oB)-J»(a£B)-«iaBB)-^(B8.B)-«08B,]aoB 
We now introduce independent variable  6  by 
K  E Sa(e»3+9Due:) ' (3.60) 
so that 
e = e, + eDu 
a    'a     a 
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Substituting (3.59) into (3.11) and employing the new 
variable  6  , we obtain the local form of the heat 
production inequality 
no(6Dnoo-D£) - (|°)?a + [t^^-^V)-«tafi3)-?(o&B) 
+ n (f,  s+S ) > 0 . (3.61) 
This inequality is fundamental in obtaining nonlocal 
constitutive equations for ponderable matter subject 
to electromagnetic interactions. 
Similar to the end of section 2, we can also 
draw a very important conclusion concerning the 
presence of local and nonlocal polarization and mag- 
netization fields.  We define P. , n  and NT . ..  by 
~total       -total 
'total " I   *   I • t3-62) 
*?total = " H- M , (3.63) 
where P and M arise from local (external effects) 
fields, while P and M arise due to deformations 
induced by the external fields and the local fields; 
i.e. 
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P = local polarization vector due to response to 
external fields, 
M = local magnetization vector due to response to 
external fields, 
P = internally induced polarization vector that 
arises because of the response to the local 
and external fields, 
M = internally induced magnetization vector that 
arises because of the response to the local 
and external fields. 
Ct ft We  also  define     ir/v;   .    _x     by (total)   J 
f(?otal) - tdUal "total + dualCYx?total>.?totall " 
(3.64) 
In view of (3.62), (3.63), and definitions (3.16), 
(3.24), we see that (3.64) becomes 
'(total)   w  + u   ' (3'65) 
If we define  <^otal)  by 
♦(total) ~-  dual * (total) >        <3-66) 
we see that 
<J>?L + D-M 
=
 [dual B. . ., E. . J .    (3.67) T(totalJ   L     -total' ~totalJ      v    J 
In view of (2.44), (2.56), (2.90), (2.91), we see that 
(3.67) becomes 
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*(total) " *     *   * (3.68) 
By use of the definitions (3.15), (3.23), and employing 
the results of (2.98), (3.65) and (3.68), we obtain 
a£     _ .a 3       _a3 f%  fi<n g(total) " ^total) ' "(total) *      U.09J 
In this same content, we note that the definition 
<P?tot.l) " ?  +^° ' (3-70) 
ntotaD - "* + * • (3-71> 
together with substituting (2.101), (2.102), (2.103), 
(2.104), (3.70) and (3.71) into (3.34) and (3.35), we 
obtain 
a. a. a. 
<$.( total) = £(total) + <P(total) '     (3.72) 
,OL _a       . _ a 
K(total) " 8(total) +^l(total) *     (3.73) 
Thus, our previously noted view of the fundamental 
character of the decomposition of the total fields 
into a local part and a nonlocal residual part can 
be extended to the properties of material bodies that 
are characterized by polarization and magnetization. 
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4.  Reformulation in Terms of the Helmholtz Free Energy 
and the Resulting Functional Inequality 
Since the heat production inequality (3.61) shows 
that  6R are required as independent variables, it is 
a definite convenience if we use temperature,  6 , 
rather than entropy,  n   , as an independent state 
parameter.  To this purpose, introduce the Helmholtz 
free energy ¥ by (cf. Edelen and Laws [11]) 
y = e - en  . (4.1) oo v   J
Let us also define the operator D by 
DQa =  DQa - Q8u?e , 
DQa = DQa - Q\tS   . (4.2) 
When we substitute (4.1) into (3.61) and use (4.2), 
we obtain the local inequality 
-no(D*+n00De) -f Jo + [t(aB)-^afiB)-atauaB)-^(aetB) 
-&(a63)]3o3 - fbSv - ^fi^ - ^D(Ba - ^D8a 
* jada + JX + no(f(mo)+So) > 0 . (4.3) 
We now assume that II. ,  A=1,...,N designate 
an additional N-tuple of arguments of ¥  that may 
occur as consequence of the dynamic process of the 
material tube  (3)  under examination.  We also intro- 
duce the quantities 
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6K = x?a£° ,  £K = x?a&a , 
&K = X^sgnCxVx1') ,  (BK = X?al8asgn(xi/XK) , 
eK = xK^*a ^ (4>4) 
Here  x   signify the spatial coordinates of the SpaCe- 
time event and X  signify the coordinates of the 
reference state; the relation between them being 
XK = xK^a-j ^ 
x
1
 = x
i(XK,xU) . (4.5) 
Consider a tensor function  £ = £(x^) , we defined 
r       =   
95C* ) f4 61 
^,6 -  ^e   , 14.Oj 
so that 
XK  _ 9XK(xa) ^ (4#y) 
p
     3xp 
k   1 We explicitly assume that  det(x,„) 4 0 , where 
k  = 3xk(X*,xU) f   . 
We also define 
XK E Skx^K ' (4*9) 
fY. 
so that the quantities x„  ( K fixed) are four 
n. 
i  K k 
vectors.  Here  sgn(x /X ) = sgnfdet (x>ir) ] , whose 
occurrence in (4.4) shows that (g  and (8  remain 
axial vectors. 
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In order to proceed further, we note that nonlocal 
theories involve functional rather than function 
dependences in the constitutive relations.  Accordingly, 
the natural setting becomes a function space rather 
than a finite dimensional vector space of values of a 
finte number of functions at a point in their mutual 
domain of definition.  (cf. Edelen and Laws [11], 
Edelen, Green and Laws [12], Green and Laws [13], 
Eringen and Edelen [ 9 ], Eringen [14], Edelen [4 ].) 
For convenience, we choose a Hilbert space as the 
underlying function space throughout the discussion 
(cf. Edelen [4]).  Let  L2(3)  denote the Hilbert 
space of square summable functions on  (3)  with 
||u(xa)||2 = u2(xa)dV(U)(xa) , 
(3) 
(4.10) 
(u(xa),v(xa)) =    u(xa)v(xa)dV(^(xa) , 
X
 
/
        
J(3) 
where both u(xa)  and v(xa)  belong to  L (3) •  We 
then form the Hilbert space ^U~.+„(3)  of ordered 
(34+N)-tuples of L2(3)-functions 
^(xa)E {e,x^,eK,g.K,^,£K,gc,uY,nA} .     (4.ii) 
Now, we have to make specific assumptions con- 
cerning the functional form of the Helmholtz free 
energy ¥ .  We assume that 
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V = ^(a)(xa),KE(xa)) ,   I  = 1,...,M    (4.12) 
where 
gJ.(xa,za;a)(xot),a)(za))dV(1°(za) . (4.13) 
(3) Z ~ 
a- Kz(x") = 
Equations (4.12) and (4.13) indicate that  Y  is a 
scalar valued function and functional of w(xa) . 
Thus, we have assumed that Y  is determined from 
knowledge of a finite number of functions and func- 
tionals of the space-time variables  x 
Application of the operator D  to  Y  gives us 
DY = ~  (i|H-$)De + -^j  (^+J)Dx| 
8xK 
+
 -\ o-4)DeK + -\ o+$)DaK 
9 9* 9£* 
+  3  (^+J)D®K + -|K (^+J)DEK 
+
 3F" C*+J)Dn,A + $ , (4.14) 
where  $ has the property (Edelen [15], Edelen zt at. 
[12]) 
f  $ dV(U)(xa) 5 0 , (4.15) 
J(3) 
and 
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* 
i> = ff  (za) gzdV(U)(za) (3) 3KZ      E 
gz = gz(za,xa;o3(za),a)(xa)) (4.16) 
gE = gz(x ,z ;to(x ),w(z )) . 
In general, we use the following notation 
k  ^   E  V • C4.17) 
so that  6   is the standard Gateaux derivative 
operator.  Substituting (4.17) into (4.14), we see 
that 
D¥ = (6eip)D6 + (6 6<J0Dx| + (6 K^)D9K 
xK 9 
+ (6 K^)D^K + (6 K^)D©K + (6.Ki|;)DaK 
OL "O c^ 
+ (L iJODg* + (6  *)Du  + (6n ^)Dn 
(8 y A 
+ $ . (4.18) 
Applying the operator D to (4.7) and (4.9), we see 
that (3.50) implies 
Dx£ = Sgx* + uax|Du3 , (4.19) 
DX?a = -u^aX?a . (4.20) 
Applying the operator D to (4.4), using (3.60) and 
(4.2), and the property (4.20), we show that 
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D(aK,^,&K,fiK,eK) = x?aDCaa,£f\£a,®a,e0')   .      (4.21) 
If we  define  the  tensor   ZTav    by 
rraV  E   (6   BV0x^V   , (4.22) 
XK 
(4.19)   and   (4.22)   show that 
XK XK 
= ^
(ae)S(a3)   ^"^[.B]   +   ^B^*>a 
XK 
= T a   _   +°T a)   D   +   (6   0^)u  x„Du 
XK (4.23) 
From the definition   (4.2),   we  see  that 
De3 = De3 - eau3a . (4.24) 
Thus, substituting (4.21), (4.23) and (4.24) into 
(4.18), we obtain 
m - (6e«De *:7(aS)d     +y[aB]S0$ - (« B«uBx°Dua 
b y 
+   (6     ^)Du     +   (6„  *)Dn.   +   *   . (4.25) 
a a ilA A 
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A substitution of (4.25) into (4.3) gives the following 
working form of the local heat production inequality: 
ov J   a3 cW J   a3 
- [no(6     «u6x£ ♦ n   («     «]Du 
xK o. 
- [Vno(S|K«X'a]68a  *  Ja&a  +  ^L 
+  n   (f,      v+S   )   +   $   >   0   . (4.26) o      (mo;      oJ — K J 
Let us form the space ^5,+H(3)  of ordered 
(53+N)-tuples of L (3)-functions which includes the 
elements 
I  ~   ^De>Sa3'*a3jDua'D?a^a'DlIA' 
T>E?M*,HaMa, S^.ij   . (4.27) 
We also  define  the operator    J(y;cj)     from    /fco+NC3)x 
«W3  int0 1U«<B)  "y 
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J(£;*>) *  {-n0[(V)*n00], [t(oe)-^V)-^V)-y(o8?) 
-^°BB)-no^°^], - (n^[aB]), - [no(6  1,)UBX£ 
XK 
+ n (6  *)], - n (6 „i|OX? , [n (6 __^)X?Qu? --*] , 
a 6 6 
- n„(«nA*). - W0*no(S£K«X?0]. 
- [»L+ii0-(?->K*)X? ], ja, ja)   . (4.28) 
Integration of the inequality (4.26) over the whole 
four-dimensional material tube  (3)  and use of the 
zero means properties (3.10), (3.21) and (4.15), we 
obtain the fundamental statement that the total 
internal production of heat of any material tube  (3) 
in space-time is non-negative: 
{-no[(6e*)+noo]D6 + [t(aB)VaaB)-W)-f(^) (3) 
-««8B)-n3fBB)]3 . - (ntr[ae])^ „ ou J a3    ou J   a3 
- [no(6 6^)u3x« + no(6u *)]Du 
- [no(6 K*)xf0]D8a+ [nQ(«  «xf «f04a]e° 
b o 
- [no(6n^)]DnA - [(pa+no(6^)xfa]Daa 
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-   [Wtx+no(6.K^)X?a]Dfia  +   ja^a  +  jaga}dV(U)   >   0   . 
(4.29) 
This inequality is equivalent to the functional 
inequality 
<J(y;w),y)53+H > 0 , (4.30) 
where  ^ , /53+N     is the inner product in-^53+N(3) . 
Clearly, the specification of a specific form for 
the left-hand side of (4.28) is equivalent to assigning 
constitutive relations for the quantities on the right- 
hand side of (4.28).  In fact, the assumption that 
J =  J(y>w)  is equivalent to the constitutive assump- 
tion that the quantities on the right-hand side of 
(4.28) depend on the quantities  (y;w)  in view of 
(4.27) and (4.11). 
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5.  Complete Solutions of the Global Heat Production 
Inequality for Electromagnetic Interactions with 
Matter 
A general decomposition theorem for vector valued 
functions (Edelen [16]) has been used in several papers 
(Edelen [17], [18], [19], [20]) to obtain intrinsically 
dissipative solutions of the Clausius-Duhem inequality 
for local theories.  We shall obtain similar intrin- 
sically dissipative solutions of the global heat 
production inequality in this section. 
Proofs of the decomposition theorems for operator 
on function space and solutions of the functional 
inequalities required in the analysis of irreversible 
processes in nonlocal continuum theories have been 
obtained by Edelen [21].  We use the notations, con- 
ventions and definitions, which are given by Vainberg 
[ 5] and Edelen [4], without further note. 
Theorem 1. ([4])  Suppose the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
D1.  The operator J(y;w)  is a mapping from 
^53^(6)4^(6)  into ^53+NC6) . 
D
2-  J(yjw)  has a linear Gateaux differential 
<5 J((y,h);w) at every point of a ball 
<§fi\ |yyj | < Y , for all heog.. 
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D3.  The functional (I J ( (y,^) ;w) »*}2)53+N  is 
continuous in y at every point of <$- , for 
all  we^u+N(3)  and all  h^h^^^S) . 
There exists a unique functional  4»(y;co)  on «^y- , for 
given  <J> (y ;u)) = <f> (w)  and a unique continuous mapping 
U(y^;<o)  from ^53+H(B)^U+lf(3)  into 0|53+N(3) , with 
the properties 
such that 
/J(y;a)),h\ = (6 d)(y;a3),h\ + /U(y;co),h\ ,  (5.2) 
for every ye <^9 and every he|-, „ .  The mapping 
<j>(y;a))  and U(y;a))  are given by 
*fr^) = $o^) + } (ifr0+x(£~y0);^»£~£o)dx ' (5'3) 
U(^;u) = j M<SyJ((^0 + A(j-^0),y-J0);w)-6yJ((yo + A(y-yo), 
y-y0);^)JdA (5'4) 
where  6 J((y,h);w)  is defined by 
(^JCCy,^);^),^) = <«yJ((y.h2) ;«),!!;,_) •   (5.5) 
Definition 1.  An operator J(y;co)  is said to 
have the D-property if it satisfied the conditions  D, 
through D  of Theorem 1.  Thus, every operator 
J(y;w)  with the D-property admits the unique 
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decomposition 
J(y;w) = 6y<Ky;w) + u(y;u) ,      (5.6) 
where U(y;w)  satisfies the conditions (5.1). 
We use  0  to denote the natural elements of 
spaces ix)3k+Nm     and Qj53+N(&)      (||0||-0) , set 
y =0  in Theorem 1.  We replace y by an arbitrary 
element y of Hi53+N(3) , solve 
(J(f;w),y)53+N > 0 (5.7) 
on ^U    (3)  for fixed but independent  to , and then 
evaluate the J(y;to)  so obtained for y=y .  We 
therefore give the following definition. 
Definition 2.  The collection of all admissible 
preconstitutive relations consists of all operators 
J(y;co)  with the D-property which satisfy 
<^ci;^'i>53+N ± ° 
on
 %>3+N(6:)^1H-N(3) ' where the elements of ^)3U+N 
are considered as independent parameters. 
Definition 3.  The collection of all admissible 
constitutive relations consists of all admissible pre- 
constitutive relations which are then restricted by 
y=y . 
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We see that the operator J(y;w)  in (4.28) are 
admissible constitutive relations whenever the funda- 
mental inequality (4.30) is satisfied.  We thus 
obtain the following conclusions when Theorem 1 and 
Definition 2 and 3 are used and we make the identi- 
fications y =0 . 
z°   z 
Theorem 2.  All admissible constitutive relations 
have the form 
J(y;w) = <sy<Ky;o3) + u(y;w) ,      (5.8) 
$(y;w) = $0(w) + 
1
 r\\ 
P(Ay;a)) ^ ,      (5.9) 
o~  ~ ~ 
Where (i)  P(y;w)  ranges over all functionals on 
^5-+„(3) xiAl^+N(3)  which are continuous in y and w 
have a continuous Fr£chet differential with respect to 
y and are such that 
P(y;w) > 0 ,  P(0;w) = 0 ,        (5.10) 
and where (ii)  U(y;w)  ranges over all operators with 
a linear Gateaux differential such that 
(~C?;~),~>53+N = ° '  <HC?;^'?>53+N = ° *  C5.ll) 
The following explicit forms of the constitutive 
relations (5.8) are obtained by use of identifications 
(4.27) and (4.28): 
\o " " C«e*) " k ^1LB^*U  > C5.12) o 
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t(a3)   = pUgB)   + ^afi3)   + £(agB)   + ^a£3)   +   n^(aB) 
+   [(6,     <J,)+U(a3)]   , (5.13) 
daS 
n^[ael - -[(«.   <Wael] f ( 
a3 
>3^a 
K 
rK 
-
no<%K«X.„  -   t6D«a«   +  «la   - (5-16) 
1a   "   -6[(8.a«   *  U2a   -   noC*eKMX?Bu?a] ,           (5.17) 
-noC«n   ♦)   =   (6,),)   -  UA   , (5.18) A A 
*» 
=
   -
(V«   -  »!,«  "  no%K«X*a   • (5.20) 
k  m   '^^   -   ha  '  V^K«X*c   ■ (5-21) 
:a j
     
=
   
(6
^   
+
  ?7a   ' (5.23) 
J
°  
=
   
(5ga*>   +   ^8a   ' (5.24) 
where the  U's are such that 
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<Uo(?;w),D6>   +   <U(aB)(£;w),dae)  +   <U[aP](yjw),*a3> 
+  <U5a(y;a)),D&a> + (u6a(g;g) ,Dfia) +   <U7o(£;g) . £> 
+
  (Hsa^^3'^) -   °   ' (5-25) 
UQ(0;O3) = U(a6)(0;aO = U[a3](0;u)) = u"(0;w) 
= U (0;u) = U(0;u>) = UA(0;W) = U (0;u>) 
= U,    (0;w)   =  Uc   (0;u>)   =   uV   (0;o>)   =  U_   (0;a>) 
~4aS    ~V as5avas    as asDOl    «    « as70tw»    « 
= U8a(0;w) = 0 , (5.26) 
from (5.11); and 4>(y;to)  is given by (5.9) subject to 
conditions (5.10), on the functional P(y;oo) . 
Now, we give three implications as follows: 
(I)  If we assume 
utoB] = ua = ya = yA = 0 (5.27) 
then we  obtain 
n^a33   "   "(«*     40    . (5.28) 
a3 
-[nQ(6   g*)u3x£  +  no(6y  *) ]   -   «Dy   ♦   . (5.29) 
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-n (6 vty)X*     = 6 * <f> , (5.30) 
0 v Yrj    'a Tsaa 
-no(6  *) = 6D  * . (5.31) 
A       A 
From (4.22), (5.28), (5.29), (5.30) and (5.31), we see 
that  4>(y;a0  is functional independent with respect 
to     a)   D,   Du   ,   D6a     and     DIIA      (i.e.     6*     d>  =   <L      <f> 
Dwa3 
= 6 * <|> = 6 n 4> = 0 , since linear functional depend- 
D6a       A 
ence would violate the condition P(y;w) >_ 0 ) . 
Accordingly, we have 
notr
[a6]
   =   0   , (5.32) 
no(6   gif0uBx£  +  no(6     *)   =   0   , (5.33) 
6^  =   0, (5.34) 
6n  *   =  0   . (5.35) JiA 
However, (4.22) and ^r^0^ = 0  show that 
[^(a))+i^(a)) ]  can functionally depend on x^ only 
through 
ciw  =  Y    ,xl|x^   . (5.36) MB 'jJVlI  B v J 
""      6 Accordingly,  (6 e^)u = 0 , and (5.33) yields 
XK 
6  i|> = 0 . (5.37) 
A 
From (5.34), (5.35) and (5.37), we see that  |>(<«0+♦(<•>) ] 
is functionally independent of  6 , II.  and u 
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A sufficient, but not necessary condition for satis- 
faction of these requirements is that the Helmholtz 
free energy function have the form 
Y = ^(e(xa),C^(xa),aK(xa),fiK(xa),&K(xa),gK(xa),Ki:(xa)), 
E = 1, . . .,M        (5.38) 
where 
KZ(xCt) = |  gz(xa,za;0(xa),e(za),C^N(xa),clN(za), 
^(xa),^(za),£K(xa),^(za),aK(xa),gC(za), 
(SKCxa),SK(za))dV(U)(za) ,  E = 1,...,M. (5.39) 
In  this  case,   (5.12)-(5.26)   reduce  to 
o 
+   [(6*     4,)+U(a3)]   , (5.41) 
qa  =   -6[(6?ac|,)+U2a]   , (5.42) 
^a  "   -C«-a«   "   U3a   -   n0(«     *)xfa   , (5.43) 5er        *       °   £K 
rK 
^  ,   -(«5rfl«   -   Vha   -   no(«gK«X?a   , (5.44) 
^  
=
   '''D^*'   "   »6°   "  n°CV)X?a   ' C5'46) 
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J° -   («£„♦)   -  U8a   , (5.48) 
(uo(y;w),De) + <u(a3)(^;w),da6) + (u2a(y;").ea> 
+
 <U6a^>fi$a>+  <H7o^;ie^a0>+  ("sa^'S*)  =   °   • (5.49) 
U   (0;a>)   =  U(a3)(0;w)   =  U?„(0;u>)   =  U     (0;u>) 
=  U.    (0;w)   =  Uc   (0;w)   =  U,   (0;a>)   =  U„   (0;u>) 
= Ufl   (0;w)   =   0   . (5.50) 
(II) If we set all of the U's equal to zero (so 
that we obtain the generalized form of Onsager's reci- 
procity relations (Edelen [4]), we have 
%o  =   -<V>   '  n"  ^«De*)   , (5.51) o 
t(aB>   . Jag)   +  ^afiB)   + £(ag3)   + ^a~S)   +  ^ctf) 
+   (6*     4.)   , (5.52) 
qra  =   -6(6*   <I0   , (5.53) 
&a  =   "(«.     <f>)   -   n   (6  K*)X^   , (5.54) 
ftL  =   "(6.     <J>)   ~   n   (6  .JOX?     , (5.55) 
^ D®, °    ©K a 
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rp    = -(6 ^ <|») - n (6^„^)X^  , 
i = -(6_„ d>) - n (6. UOX?  , 
j" = (<$~ <f>) . 
(III)  If we assume  ^(w)  depends on w but not 
on functionals of to , then  6 i/> = 3 .ifi .  Similarly, if 
())(y;a))  depends on y and co  but not on functionals 
of  y  and  w , then  6 <f> = 3 <j> .  In this event, 
(5. .56) 
(5, .57) 
(5. .58) 
(5, .59) 
we put 
and we obtain 
U[a3] = Ua = U? = UA = 0 ,        (5.60) 
o    1 '        *■    J 
(5. .61) 
(5. .62) 
(5. .63) 
(5. .64) 
n (3 fi^)u^x" + n (3  i|0 = -3_  $ , ov  3r-'   K    o^ u        Du y ' 
-no(3n^) = (3Dn^) . 
From (4.22), (5.61), (5.62), (5.63) and (5.64), we see 
that  <Ky;w)  is function independent with respect to 
*a(3> Dua' D°°  and DIIA  ^'e-  3So3* = 8Dua* = 3D*a* 
= 3 _ <f> = 0 ), these imply 
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£T[aB] =   0 , (5.65) 
no(3 3^)u3x^ + no(3y *) = 0 ,       (5.66) 
XK a 
3 K^ = 0 , (5.67) 
e  
3n $  =   0 . (5.68) 
However, (4.22) and ^T^*   = 0  show that  ^(w)  can 
depend on x£ only through 
Ciw = Y .x^ . (5.69) MN   'pv M N v    J
o 
Accordingly,  (3 R^)u =   0 , and (5.66) yields 
XK 
3  V = 0 . (5.70) 
a 
From (5.67), (5.68) and (5.70), it follows that we can 
only have a Helmholtz free energy function of the form 
v = ^(e,c^N,aK,£K,aK»eK) • (5.7i) 
Under these conditions, the constitutive relations 
become 
o 
t(a3) = ^UgB) + csri*^)   + £(c£B> + «^(agB) + ^aB 
+ (3*  <}>) + U(a3) , (5.73) 
daB 
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qa =   -0[O*a*)+U2a]   » (5-74) 
(9    =   - (3       <|>)   -   U_     -   n   (3   lrr(;)xf     , (5.75) 
9yL   =   -(8       40   -  U.      -  n   (9  „i|0X?     , (5.76) 
fa  "   <*-£*>   •   ?5a   "   V'gK^a   • (5'77> 
^"   -
(8
5Ja«-   U6a   "   noO^)xfa   , (5.78) 
ja  =   C3^a<0)   +  U7a   , (5.79) 
ja =   0^40   +  U8a   , (5.80) 
(Uo(y;^),D0>  + (U(a3)(y;^),dae> +  <U2a(y; w),9a) 
+ <u3a(^;w),Daa> + <yUa(g;^),D®a> + (g5a(y;g).De,0> 
+
 <26a^^'fie°>+<57a^;^«£r>+<58a^;fe)«aa>-   °   > 
(5.81) 
U   (0;a))   =  U(a3)(0;W)   =  U     (0;u)   =  U„   (0;co) 
ss<J     ss     a; as %    « =s<iU    as     a; sju    as     as 
= U8a(0;a3) = 0 . (5.82) 
These results are clearly dynamics since they give 
dependences on D6, d^, 9a, §£a, D£a, D&a, Dga, £? 
ex 
and E< •  It is also tempting at this point to set all 
of the remaining U's equal to zero so that we obtain 
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the generalized form of Onsager's reciprocity- 
relations.  We would then have the constitutive 
relations 
o 
t(a3)   = ^(a&6)   + ^B)   + £(age)   + ^a£3)   +  n^xB 
+   3* <j>   , (5.84) 
q =   -6(3*   <f>)    , (5.85) 
P
a  
=
   -C3- «*)    •   no(3^)XL >                    (5.86) 
^  =   -O. JO   "   n   (3   K^)X?rt ,                  (5.87) 
Pa.  =   ~(d-~J) '   M3^X*« >                  (5.88) 
&L   =   -C3--„*) -   no(3V^X*r* >                  (5.89) 
ja  = 3     <j>   , (5.90) 
ja  = 3^   *   . (5.91) 
aa 
We also note that all of these systems of constitutive 
relations agree in thermodynamic equilibrium states 
since y=0 for such states and hence min <J>(y;o)) 
~ ~ ye  ~ z  ~ 
= <J)(0;w) ,  U(0;aO = 0 . ~ 
ss s: x 
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6.  Problems Which Remain to be Solved 
The basic theory of nonlocal electromagnetic 
interactions with matter from the relativistic point 
of view is now complete.  However, there are three 
remaining representation problems which must be re- 
solved before a full theory is obtained. 
The first of these problems is that of obtaining 
representation for the localization residuals that 
satisfy the required zero mean conditions.  It seems 
that satisfaction of the zero mean condition for  f> N (m) 
can not be obtained from the implications of invariance 
of the Helmholtz free energy ¥ under Lorentz trans- 
formation and the admissible constitutive relations. 
However, Lorentz invariance of ¥  does imply satis- 
faction of the parts of zero mean conditions for  £  , 
Act 8      ^ct 8 
<}>   and 7r   that contain functional derivatives of 
ty   .     To make the discussion specific, we simply con- 
sider the Helmholtz free energy ¥ of the form 
¥ = iHo3'(xa),K£(xa)) ,   2 = 1,...,M ,      (6.1) 
where 
a)'(xa) = |e(xa),^(xa),(#(xa),£K(xa),sK(xa)} , (6.2) 
K'(xa) = f  gz(xa,za;a)'(xa),a)'(za))dV(1+)(Za) , 
E = 1,...,M .     (6.3) 
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We denote infinitesimal Lorentz transformation by 
(Edelen [22]): 
x
,ot
 = x
a
 + (aa+u)a3Y3 xY)e + 0(e) .      (6.4) 
Here,  e  denotes an infinitesimal parameter, the  aa,s 
are constants (infinitesimal generators of the trans- 
ex 6 lation subgroup), and the quantity  (to  )  is the 
tensor that generates the proper Lorentz group of 
4-space rotations.  In terms of 3-dimensional relative 
velocity V between the frames  (x'a)  and  (xa)  and 
the 3-dimensional rotation vector to , we have 
f° to z -co y V X 
to       = P 
0 to X V y u -to X 0 vz 
X 
V 
y 
V 
z 
0 
(6.5) 
and it is obvious that there are only six independent 
elements in (6.5).  We define 
(oaB 5  toaB b  ,   (i) = 1, ...,6 ,       (6.6) 
(i) 
(i) 
where  b  are the 6 independent parameters  (to , <D , 
to_, V , V , V_)  that occur in (6.5) and  u>   are 3   x  y   3 (i) 
specific numerical matrices that are then obtained 
directly from (6.5). The definition of g,K, <£T, £ 
and g  give their transformation properties under 
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infinitesimal Lorentz transformation,  so that we 
obtain 
66K -  u«6 'b' (A«  £L+B* feL) .      (6.7) 
6»K  -   ^   'b'   (A£6L&L<BlBL)   , (6.8) 
6?   -   (»«B   'b'   (A^W^)    , (6.9) 
6fcK   -     S»   'b'   CA^LaL+^BL8L)   . (6.10) 
where
 
Aa6L> BaBL' AogL and BaBL are ™»erical 
matrices.  Since the Helmholtz free energy ¥  is 
invariant under infinitesimal Lorentz transformation, 
we obtain 
0  =   6m  =   (6fliJOS6  +   (6   K.*)6aK  +   (6   v-*) <$&K 
+ RQ(o)»:6e) + R „Of:6£K) + R ^(w'lfig^ 
+ ]L (u>':6£K) + IU (u)':6gK) ,      (6.11) 
where RflO':S9), R „ («of :6£K) , R v (w' : 6&K) , R^(u ' : 6^K) 
, 
e
 -    .K    s.
K
 *    ^      ®K * a.K * 
and  R^^Cco *: 6® )  are localization residuals which 
<BK z 
are linear (functionals) of the arguments following 
the colon (:), that is 
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(l,Re(V:6e)> = (l,R K(o)':6aK)> 
= (l,R K(o)':6iBK)> = (l,R.K(o)':6eK)> 
= (l,!^^':6fiK)) = 0 . (6.12) 
Since  0  is invariant under infinitesimal Lorentz 
transformation we further obtain 
69 = 0 ,   Re(a3f:66) = 0 . (6.13) 
Substituting (6.7), (6.8), (6.9), (6.10) and 
(6.13) into (6.11), and noting that the results hold 
(i) 
for arbitrary  b  , we obtain 
°- (^
6[tV«(A^L£L+B^LeL) 
+
 ( i > " [ V (= ': CA^L^+BaeLeL^ 3 + V (= ': (AaBL^L+SaBL®L) > 
(i) = 1.....6 .    (6.14) 
Integrate (6.14) over the whole world tube  (B)  and 
by use o£ (6.12), we see that 
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a3 
(i) 
+
 C«;K*) CA^LaL+B^L8L) + (6^) (A^LE.L+B^LeL)}dV^^ 
&. as 
= 0 (i) = 1,...,6 .    (6.15) 
There are 6 independent integro-differential equations 
in (6.15).  If we place restrictions on the choice of 
<f>(y;w)  and U(y;w)  under infinitesimal Lorentz 
transformation and use the admissible constitutive 
relations (5.19), (5.20), (5lk21) and (5.22), equation 
(6.15) guarantees satisfaction of the parts of the 
zero mean conditions involving functional derivatives 
of \\>   .  The calculations in the general case are of 
such length and sufficiently delicate that we leave 
conclusive proof of this important conclusion to a 
further paper. 
Remark.  Admissible constitutive relations involve 
K   K  ^K 
nonlinear functionals of the arguments  £.,£»£.  and 
jQ    , so that the Helmholtz free energy ¥  is a scalar 
valued function and functional of £. , &  , £_  and g 
XT XT 
not £/ . . . v  and (ft, . . , \ .  Satisfaction of the 
^-(total)       ^(total) 
A™O   *^ rv ft ^n ft 
zero mean conditions for  £  , <j> p and ir p  then 
follows only if ¥ depends on both the sets of vari- 
ables  aK, &K and &K, SK .  If we take  ¥ = iK*?.^) 
then the zero mean conditions are not satisfied. 
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The second problem is that of the general forms 
of  i/>, 4>  and U for which ty     and  <J>  are invariant 
under Lorentz transformation and the components of U 
have the appropriate invariant or covariant or contra- 
variant laws of transformation under Lorentz group. 
We know a lot of invariant forms of \p    under Lorentz 
transformation (cf. R. A. Grot and A. C. Eringen [1], 
Y. Kazakia [23]).  The problem still arises, however, 
of what the general invariant forms of i/; and $    are 
under Lorentz transformation when i/>  and  cj>  have 
functional arguments.  We also need the specific forms 
for  U under Lorentz transformation. 
The third problem is that of establishing repre- 
sentations and physical interpretations of U(y;w) . 
We know that if U(y;w) = 0 , we obtain the generalized 
form of Onsager's reciprocity relations from admissible 
constitutive relations.  After we have solved the 
dynamical law with admissible constitutive relations 
that involve UfO , we can compare the results with 
those that obtain when the generalized Onsager's 
reciprocity relations are satisfied.  This would give 
unequivocal physical interpretations of U(y;o)) =f 0 . 
These are the lengthy calculations and are outside the 
scope of this thesis. 
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The ability of decomposing the total electromagnetic 
field into an external field plus an induced self field 
(localization residual) would appear to offer significant 
simplifications of certain problems in plasma dynamics. 
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